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Abstract

In multicomputers that utilize circuit switching or wormhole rout-

ing, communication overhead depends largely on link contention-the

variation due to distance between nodes is negligible. This has a ma-

jor impact on the load balancing problem. In this case there are some

nodes with excess load (sources) and others with deficit load (sinks)

and it is required to find a matching of sources to sinks that avoids

contention. The problem is made complex by the hardwired routing

on currently available machines: the user can control only which nodes

communicate but not how the messages are routed.

Network flow models of message flow in the mesh and the hyper-

cube have been developed to solve this problem. The crucial property

of these models is the correspondence between minimum cost flows

and correctly routed messages. To solve a given load balancing prob-

lem, a minimum cost flow algorithm is applied to the network. This

permits us to determine efficiently a maximum contention free match-

ing of sources to sinks which, in turn, tells us how much of the given
imbalance can be eliminated without contention.

*Research supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration under
NASA contract NAS1-18605 while the author was in residence at the Institute for Com-

puter Applications in Science & Engineering, Mail Stop 132C, NASA Langley Research

Center_ Hampton_ VA 23665-5225.





1 Introduction

The recent introduction of circuit-switched communications in multiple com-

puter systems has greatly reduced communication overhead but, at the same

time, has created new problems as far as efficient execution of programs is

concerned. This is because the overhead of communication in these ma-

chines depends very slightly on the distance (i.e. number of communication

links) between two nodes and very heavily on link contention (i.e. pairs of

source-sink paths sharing an edge). Prior research on minimizing perfor-

mance degradation due to interprocessor communications has not considered
this contention issue. Users of clrcult-switched machines are thus faced with

many new and challenging problems.

In this paper we will address the problem of load balancing in circuit-

switched machines. We will show that edge contention may cause heavy

overhead when balancing load in a circuit-switched multicomputer system

and will go on to develop an algorithm that minimizes this contention. We

will solve this problem for two types of interconnection structures: the mesh,

as typified by the Symult 2010 machine and the hypercube, whose examples
include the Intel iPSC-2 and iPSC-860.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we discuss the

load balancing problem in detail and state the assumptions under which we

will solve the problem. Section 3 discusses the mesh interconnection scheme

and the routing strategy used on this scheme. In Section 4 we discuss the

hypercube interconnection and the well known 'e-cube' routing strategy. In

Section 5 we will describe how these communication strategies are actually

implemented in multicomputers and will show how edge contention arises

in circuit-switched machines. Measured timings of overhead due to edge

contention on the Intel iPSC-860 hypercube will be presented.

Our solution to the load balancing problem relies on network flow algo-

rithms. In Section 6 we therefore briefly cover those aspects of networks that

are necessary {or the ensuing exposition. In Sections 7 and 8 we present our

network flow model for mesh and hypercube connected machines, respec-

tively, and show how these models may be used to solve efficiently the load

balancing problem. We conclude in Section 9 with a discussion on future

research directions. Appendix A outlines the minimum cost flow algorithm

and Appendix B contains a proof of correctness of the hypercube flow model.



2 The Load Balancing Problem

We will assume that some distributed computation is taking place on our

multicomputer system. The load on each computer varies slowly as new

subcomputations are created and/or destroyed: This _S typically the case in

distributed simulations and in distributed search problems. Eventually some

processors have excess load, others have deficit load and the remaining are

neutral. At this point we would like to redistribute the load so as to better

utilize our computational resources. This load balancing, which involves

sending load from overloaded processors (sources) to underloaded processors

(sinks), should be carried out with due regard for communication overhead

so that it is accomplished as quickly as possible. Since we have assumed that

our multicomputer system employs circuit-switched communications with a

fixed routing algorithm, our prim e concern is to minimize the number of

paths between sources and sinks that share edges and thus minimize the

impact of link contention.

Figure 1 describes this state of affairs. We show a multicomputer sys-

tem with some unspecified interconnection and some unspecified (but fixed)

routing strategy for interprocessor communications. There are 3 sources and

2 sinks. We can create 2 source-sink pairs and have several ways to proceed.

The three parts of this figure show that some source-sink matchings* are

better than others in that they result in no link contention. The problem is

to efficiently find this contention free pattern of communications.

L

2.1 Problem Formulation

The problem thai we set OUt to solve in this paper is stated as follows:

What is the largest amount of imbalance that can be eliminated without

contention? How may this be done: which excess processor should send to

which deficit processor?

*We use the term _matchings' in the informal sense of 'pairings'. In a strict graph-
theoretic sense, these could be considered rnatchings in an imaginary complete graph
whose nodes are the processors of the system.
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We will make the following assumptions.

1. There is unit load imbalance. Each processor has either one unit of

excess load or one unit of deficit, or is neutral.

2. The global state of the multiprocessor is known.

3. There is a fixed routing algorithm.

4. Communication overhead is due to link contention. Distance effects are

negligible.

In Sections 7 and 8 we constructflow networks that correctlymodel rout-

ing of messages in meshes and hypercubes. The crucialproperty of these

models is the correspondence between minimum cost flows and correctly

routed messages. To solve a given instance of a load balancing problem, we

apply a minimum cost flow algorithm to the network that represents that

instance. The resultingflow then provides an answer to the load balancing

question posed above.

3 Meshes

In the mesh interconnection scheme each processor is considered to be located

on an integer mesh, with connections between processors that are one coordi-

nate apart. Thus processor < i, j > is connected to processors < i, (j -4- 1) >

and < (i -4- 1), j >. There may be 'wraparound' at the edges of the array. The

Illiac-IV [1] is an early example of this interconnectlon. Current examples

include the PAX [12, 13], the Symult 2010 [17] and the iWARP [4].

When sending messages from node < z,, yo > to < zd, Yd >, one possibil-

ity is to use a 'row-column' column routing strategy. According to this strat-

egy, the message first travels along a row to the correct column and then along

a column to the correct node. That is, < zo, y, >_ < Zd, y_ >---*< xd, Yd >.

This strategy is used on the Symult 2010. Other strategies are possible, e.g.

'column-row' or 'staircase'. We will assume the row-column strategy in our

analysis of meshes.

The important aspect of routing on meshes is that it is outside the user's

control. Thus there may be edge conflicts between the paths specified for

two or more pairs of communicating nodes. The 'row-column' strategy will



insist on these paths, even if many alternate paths exist. This is illustrated

in Figure 2.

4 Hypercubes

A hypercube of dimension d has 2 d processors labeled 0 to 2 a- 1, with a

connection between two processors if and only if the binary representations

of the labels of these processors differ in exactly one bit. Hypercubes that are

commercially available include the Intel iPSC-2 and iPSC-860, the Thinking

Machines CM-2, and machines made by Ametek and N-Cube.

The routing strategy commonly used in hypercubes is the so-called 'e-

cube' algorithm [18]. According to this strategy, a message is always trans-

mitted to the processor that more closely matches the binary representation

of its destination (with comparison begun at the fight hand side of'the labels).

As in the case of meshes, other strategies are possible,_aowever this 'e-cube'

strategy is used in all the commercially available machines mentioned above.

Edge contention can arise when two or more paths share an edge. This

is illustrated in Figure 3, which shows four paths that share a single edge. It

can be verified that all paths follow the 'e-cube' algorithm. The labeled rect-

angles in this figure represent processors of the hypercube. The unlabeled

rectangles represent the hardware that interfaces with the communication

network. This illustrates an important feature of most modern multicom-

puters: processing nodes are not burdened with the task of interprocessor

communications. A message passing through node 0000011 will not interfere

with the computation being carried out in node 0000011.

5 Interprocessor Communications

The above discussion has focussed on the mesh and hypercube interconnec-

tion structures and the routing strategies employed on them. There are many

ways that any given strategy can be [mp_[emented on a machine. In the fol-

lowing, we will describe how the implementations can be divided into two

broad classes: store-and-forward and circuit Switching or wormhole routing.

There are finer distinctions that may be made and, to some extent, there is

overlap between these classes. Nevertheless this classification serves to clarify

-: _ : _ 5 :.



the assumptions under which our load balancing problem is solved. A clear

and detailed discussion of these issues appears in [11].

5.1 Store Forward

In the store and forward method a message is broken up into packe_s. Packets

are forwarded along the path dictated by the applicable routing strategy.

Each intervening node must receive a complete packet before forwarding

it to the next node in the path from source to destination. The time to

communicate depends heavily on the number of links (the graph theoretic

distance) between source and destination.

5.2 Circuit Switching or Wormhole routing

For our purposes, circuit switching or wormhole routing are essentially equiv-

alent. A dedicated circuit is set up between source and destination according

to the applicable routing strategy and data is pipelined through this cir-

cuit [8]. This is a very fine grained process, with small chunks of data a few

bytes in size (these are sometimes called flits). Because of this pipelining, the

time to transmit data depends largely on the length of the message and is

relatively insensitive to the number of hops between source and destination t.

5.3 The Impact of Link Contention

The impact of link contention on communication overhead can be illustrated

by implementing the communication pattern of Figure 3 on a 128 node Intel

iPSC-860 hypercube, which is a circuit-switched machine. In our experiment

we simultaneously communicate between nodes 0 _ 127, 4 _ 79, 6 _ 111,

and 7 _ 15. According to the 'e-cube' algorithm this requirement results in

the following directed paths.

1:0000000_0000001_0000011--*0000111_0001111_0011111--*0111111--*1111111

2: 0000100_0000101-_0000111_0001111-_1001111

3: 0000110-*000011140001111-*0101111-*1101111

4: 0000111_0001111

tThere are measurable dependencies on distance that are significant .for small mes-
sages [2] but negligible for our application (which involves _ kbyte messages).



All paths use link ? -* 15: we can do nothing to avoid this since routing

is beyond our control. The impact due to this contention is shown in the

plot of Figure 4 which is taken from [2]. This plot shows the time required to

communicate a message according to the requirements given above, against

the length of the message. In this experiment we first established path 1

alone and obtained the plot labeled '1' in Figure 4. We then established

paths 1 and 2 and obtained the plot labeled '2', and so on.

It is clear from Figure 4 that edge contention has a severe impact on the

overhead of interprocessor communications. When four paths share an edge

the overhead is more than 100%. A more detailed set of experiments is given

in [2] which also describes communication patterns for which the overhead i5

much greater than 100%.

Similar degradation has been observed on the older iPSC-2 hypercube [3]

and the Symult 2010 mesh connecied machine [7].

While the sharing of edges between two source-destination paths has a se-

rious impact on communication overhead, it is interesting to note that shared

nodes have no impact. That is, there is no overhead if the paths between two

or more source-sink pairs have a common node (but not a common edge).

Wc have been unable to measure any degradation caused by the sharing of

a node between 4 paths on the Intel iPSC-2 or on the iPSC-860.

6 Network Flows

In the remainder of this paper we will show how to solve the load balancing

problem by transforming it into a networl_ _0w problem. In the present

section we outline those aspects of network flow theory that are _sential

to the discussion that follows. Detailed exposition of this material may be

found in [14, 15, 19].

We will employ graphs with capacities and unit costs on their ectges. The

capacity on an edge is the maximum permissible amount of flow through

that edge. The cost of a sending a flow through an edge is the amount of

the flow multiplied by the unit cost. We will be concerned only with integer

flows, capacities and costs' The nodes in our graphs may be designated as

sources, sinkS, or neither. Each Source has a positive integer called source



capacityassociated with it that represents the maximum amount of flow that

it can generate. Similarly a sink is labeled with a negative integer called sink

capacity that indicates the maximum amount of flow that it can consume.

A flow in this graph must satisfy the following requirements.

1. no edge carries more than its capacity,

2. the amount of flow leaving (entering) a source (sink) node is less than

or equal to its source (sink) capacity, and

3. for nodes that are not sources or sinks, the amount of flow leaving a

node equals the amount of flow entering a node.

The magnitude of a flow is the sum of all the flows leaving the source

nodes (which is equivalent to the sum of all flows entering the sink nodes).

The cost of a flow in a given graph is the sum, over all edges, of the flow in

an edge multiplied by the cost per unit flow of that edge.

The problem of finding a maximum flow in this graph without regard

for cost is called the Transshipment Problem. This problem can be trans-

formed very easily into the classical Mazimum Flow Problem and solved in

no worse than O(N 3) time, for a graph with N nodes. The transshipment

problem appears, at first sight, to be similar to our load balancing problem

in that both have sources, sinks and neutral nodes, and require a maximum

transshipment from sources to sinks. However our load balancing problem

is far more complex in that edge contention as well as a prescribed routing

algorithm must be taken into account.

The problem of finding a flow of magnitude f" in this graph that has

minimum cost is called Minimum Cost Flow Problem. This problem is solv-

able, for a graph with N nodes and B edges, in time O(2-B log N) using the

algorithm of Busacker & Cowen [5] as presented by Lawler [15]. This is not

a truly polynomial algorithm, since its complexity involves the magnitude 2"

of the flow. When applied to our load balancing problem, however, the flow

magnitudes are polynomial functions of the size of the graph, permitting us

to obtain a polynomial solution to our problem. The algorithm is discussed

in greater detail in Appendix A to this paper. One interesting aspect of this

algorithm is that, in finding the minimum cost flow of value 2-, it also reports

the minimum costs flows for all integers 1, 2,..., 2-. This is of great value to

us, as will become apparent in the following sections.
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7 Network Flow model for Meshes

We are now in a position to present our flow model for routing in a mesh

connected multicomputer system. Once the model has been constructed

and source/sink information entered into it, the minimum cost network flow

algorithm can be used to find an answer to the load balancing question stated

in Section 2.1.

7.1 The model

The flow model for load balancing on a mesh with 'row-column' routing

is shown in Figure 5. Each diamond in this figure represents a processor.

Solid edges have capacity 1, cost 0. Dashed edges have capacity 1, cost 1.

There are no Connections where solid edges cross. An overloaded processor

is represented by a capacity i source with connections_to the two horizontal

nodes of the corresponding diamond. Similarly, an underloaded processor is

represented by a capacity 1 sink with connections to t_he vertical nodes of
• I

the corresponding diamond. Neutral processors have no additional nodes.

All edges in this network are undirected, except for the edges leading out of

(into) the sources (sinks).

The construction of this network is such that

1. a correctly routed ('row-column') flow must have cost exactly 1,

2. an incorrectly routed flow must_ave cost > 1, and

3. flows cannot share edges.

In Figure5, the dashed flow is correctly routed and incurs a cost of 1

unit. The dotted flow is incorrectly rout_ (does: not foliow the_row:co|umn '

rule) and incurs a cost > 1. It is clear that if the dotted flow were to travel

first along a row and then down a column it would incur exactly one unit of
cost.

7.2 Bidirectional message transmission ........

The network flow model proposed above has undirected edges, except for

thoseleadingoutof(into)sources(sinks).Thismodel,therefore,cannotcor-

L
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rectly represent bidirectional flows, which correspond to two messages trav-

eling in opposite directions through the same link _. However, this creates no

problems for us as far as load balancing is concerned. This is because two

flows traveling in opposite directions through a link can always be replaced

by a zero flow, as shown in Figure 6. The solid paths in this figure show

two correctly routed messages from nodes 8 to 2, and 11 to 5, respectively.

These messages pass through the edge 9-10 in opposite directions. Our net-

work model is incapable of representing this situation, since its edges are

undirected and can carry only one unit of flow in one direction at a time.

However, since we are only interested in load balancing, it does not matter

to us if the message from node 8 ends up in node 5 and the message from

node 11 in node 2. This is shown by the dashed paths in Figure 6.

We therefore conclude that for every matching of over/under-loaded pro-

cessors that results in a bidirectional message transmission through a link in

the multicomputer system, there exists another matching that has no bidi-

rectional transmission and uses a subset of the links of the original matching.

Our network flow model can be correctly applied to the load balancing prob-

lem, despite its inability to represent bidirectional flows.

7.3 Solution

It follows that if it is possible to move _" units of load from .F" sources to

Y sinks in a mesh connected computer system, there must exist a flow of

magnitude _" and cost exactly _" in the corresponding flow network model,
and vice-versa.

To answer the load balancing question, we apply the minimum cost

flow algorithm to the network and monitor the costs of flows of magnitude

1, 2,..., _ that the algorithm reports. If the algorithm is able to deliver a

flow of magnitude _" with cost _', we can rest assured that all the imbalance

can be eliminated without edge contention. If the algorithm is unable to

deliver a flow of magnitude _-, or delivers a flow of magnitude 2v, whose cost

is > _" we simply run through our list of reported flow costs and stop at the

largest flow whose magnitude and cost are equal. This is the largest amount

of imbalance that can be eliminated without edge contention. In any case,

lWhether this is permissible in a real machine depends on the specific hardware in
question. Some machines do not permit this, others, such as the Intel hypercubes, do.
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the matching of sources to sinks that the algorithm returns is precisely the

matching of over/underloaded processors required to obtain a contention-free

load balancing.

7.4 An example

For the configuration of sources and sinks shown in Figure 7, the flow al-

gorithm will return the following < flow, cos_ > pairs:< 1, 1 >, < 2, 2 >,

< 3,3 >, < 4,6 >,-... Only 3 units of load can be balanced without con-

tention, since the fourth unit costs more than i. The legal flows are shown by

dashed paths in the figure. The fourth, incorrectly routed, flow is shown by a

dotted path. This example also demonstrates that, although paths exist for

transmitting more than three messages without contention, the _row-column'

strategy does not permit us to use them.

7.5 Complexity .....

The flow network corresponding to an n processor system has N --- O(n)

nodes and N = O(n) edges. The maximum flow _" in such a network can-

not exceed n/2. The time to run the minimum cost flow algorithm is thus

O(._E log N) = O(n 2 log n). In Appendix A to this paper we show that this

can be brought down to O(n 2) by exploiting problem structure.

8 Network Flow model for Hypercubes

The flow network corresponding to a hypercube with 'e-cube' routing is un-

derstandably more complex than the mesh model. In Figure 8 we show the

network corresponding to a dimension 3 hypercube with two sources and two

sinks. The discussion that follows uses this network as an example.

10



8.1 The model

The flow network for hypercubes has the following properties.

1. Each processor in a d-dimensional hypercube is represented by a d-

clique in the model. In Figure 8 we have a 3-dimensional hypercube

and hence 8 3-cliques §.

2. All edges in the model have capacity 1.

3. The non-clique edges have cost 0.

4. The clique edges have cost equal to the distance between differing bits in

the binary labels of the two processors that they connect. For example,

in Figure 8, the clique edge connecting processors 100 and 001 (and

'bypassing' processor 101) has weight 2 because 100 and 001 differ in

positions 0 and 2. Similarly, the clique edge connecting processors 000

and 110 (bypassing 010) has weight 1 since 000 and 110 differ in bit

positions 1 and 2.

5. Overloaded processors are represented by sources of capacity 1. There

are d edges leading out of each source, one to each node of the corre-

sponding clique. The cost of the edge directed from node X towards

node Y -- i, the index of the bit that differs in the binary labels of X

and Y (0 < i < d). For example, the edges leading from the source

at node 101 towards nodes 100, 111 and 001, have costs 0, 1 and 2

respectively.

6. Underloaded processors are represented by sinks of capacity 1. There

are d edges leading into each sink, one from each corner of the corre-

sponding clique. The cost of the edge directed towards node X from

node Y = d - i - 1, (d = cube dimension).

_At first sight, the model in Figure 8 may seem reminiscent of Preparata and Vuillemin's

cube-connected-cycles (CUC) interconnection [16]. This is only because 3-cubes and 3-
cliques are isomorphic-there is no other similarity between the two. Our network could
be called cube-connec$ed-cllques, but we prefer not to use this awkward phrase.
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8.2 Solution

The construction of flow model for hypercubes issuch that, in a network of

dimension d:

1. a correctly routed ('e-cube') flow must have cost exactly d - 1,

2. an incorrectly routed flow must have cost > d- 1, and

3. flows cannot share edges.

In Figure 8,forexample, the dashed path has cost2 and representsa correctly

routed flow. The dotted path isincorrectlyrouted and has cost > 2.

To find out how much of a load balance can be removed without con-

tention, the minimum cost flow algorithm is applied to this network. The

maximum flow 3r for which the cost is_-(d - i) isthe answer to the ques-

tion. The source-sink matching determined by thisflow is the matching of

overloaded to under loaded processors required to achieve a contention-free

load balancing.

While thismodel cannot representbidirectionalflows,an argument very

similar to the one given in Section 7.2 for meshes can be used to show that

bidirectionalflows are not necessary for the load balancing problem. Unlike

the mesh model of Section 7, the correctnessof the hypercube model isnot

obvious. Wc have thereforeinciuded a proof of correctnessin Appendix B.

8.3 Complexity of solution

The flow network for an n node hypercube has N = O(nlogn) nodes,

since each processor is represented by a d-clique, and d = log n. It has

E - O(nlog2n) edges, since each of the O(nlogn) nodes has O(logn)

edges incident on it. As in the case of the mesh, the flow 9v cannot ex-

ceed n/2. The time required by the minimum cost algorithm time is thus

O(.T'E log N) = O(n _ log 3 n). In Appendix A it is shown that this can be

brought down to O(n 2 log s n) by exploiting problem structure.
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9 Conclusions

We have solved the problem of load balancing without edge contention by

transforming the problem into a network flow problem and solving it with

a minimum cost flow algorithm. Although this flow algorithm is not truly

polynomial for arbitrary graphs, we have shown that the flow graphs that we

create are such that the load balancing problem can be solved in O(n 2) and

O(n 2 log 2 n) time for meshes and hypercubes, respectively.

Our approach in this paper has been to avoid contention altogether by

load balancing with a series of strictly non-contendlng communication steps.
An extension to this research would be to permit a limited amount of con-

tention, whenever this is advantageous. This requires a careful integration of

the actual overhead of contention (as shown in Figure 4) into the solution.

Among other problems that present themselves are:

1. Exploit the special structure of network flow models to further improve

the time required to solve the problem,

2. Solve the problem for non-unit load imbalances, and

3. Extend to other types of networks.
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Appendix A

Algorithm for Minimum Cost Flow Problem

The minimum cost flow algorithm is outlined in this Appendix. While the

details of this algorithm are not necessary for understanding the solution to

the load balancing problem presented above, they do have a bearing on the

complexity of the solution.

The original algorithm is due to Busacker and Gowen [5] and is also

described in the book by Busacker & Saaty [6]. Lawler [15] presents a much

improved version that uses the relabeling technique developed by Edmonds

& Karp [10], and the shortest path algorithm of Dijkstra [9]. We present

Lawler's version but assume that faster variants of Dijkstra's algorithm, as

described by Tarjan [19] are being utilized.

1. Connect all sources (sinks) to a super-source(sink) through edges that

have zero cost and capacities equal to the capacity of the respective

source(sink).

2. Assume an initial flow of zero.

31 Create an auxiliary network with respect to the present flow that gives

the cost Of"augmenting one additional unit of flow from the super-source

to the super-sink. This network may have negative weight edges.

4. Apply Edmonds & Karp's relabeling to make all edge weights positive

and thus permit use of Dijkstra's algorithm.

51 Apply Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm to auxiliary network t0 find

the minimum cost augmenting path. _::

6. If no path exists, stopl Last flow found is maximum and has minimum

cost.

7. Increment flow by 1 unit.

8. If flow has required value _', stop.

9. Go to step 3.

14
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This algorithm actually yields all mincost flows for flow values 1, 2,..-, _'.

The time of the main loop is dominated by Dijkstra's algorithm which is

O(E log N) for a graph with N nodes and E edges. The overall complexity

is thus O(_'E log N). Tarjan [19] describes how Dijsktra's algorithm can be

modified to work in O(E + D) time for graphs in which the edge lengths are

small integers and the maximum distance from the source to any vertex is

D.

For the mesh problem of Section 7, the auxiliary network of step 3 above

will have maximum distance D = O(n). As discussed in Section 7, _" and N

are also O(n) so that the complexity of the algorithm for the mesh problem

can be brought down to O(n_). A similar analysis for the hypercube network

of Section 8 yields a time of O(n _ log 2 n).

Appendix B

Proof of Correctness of Hypercube flow model

The three properties that the flow model for a hypercube of dimension d

must satisfy are:

1. a correctly routed ('e-cube') flow must. have cost exactly d - 1,

2. an incorrectly routed flow must have cost > d - 1, and

3. flows cannot share edges.

Our proof proceeds by induction. These properties can easily be verified for

hypercubes of dimension 3 (an example appears in Figure 8). Let us assume

that these properties hold for all hypercubes of dimension < k. We can

construct a hypercube of dimension k + 1 by juxtaposing two hypercubes of

dimension k and adding edges between nodes whose labels differ in exactly

one bit. Without loss of generality, we assume that the two constituent cubes

differ in the leftmost bits of their labels. The flow model for a hypercube of

dimension k + 1 can similarly be constructed by juxtaposing two flow models

for hypercubes of dimension k. However we now have to transform each k-

clique into a (k + 1)-clique and then add edges between corresponding k + 1st

nodes. We will also have to add a k + lth edge from(to) every source(sink)

15



to(from) the new node of its correspondingclique. This is illustrated in
Figure 9.

C_sts per unit flow wiii have to be be modified, soas to obey the rules
given in Section 8.1. The following observations may be made regarding

these modifications.

(a) The costs on the clique edges that fall within the two original k-cubes

will not change, since the definition of these costs is independent of the

dimension of the cube (see Section 8.1).

(b) The new intra-clique edges will have costs 1... k.

(c) Costs on edges leading out of sources to nodes 1.-. k of their correspond-

ing cliques will remain unchanged. The new edge from each source to

the k + 1st node of its clique will have cost k + 1.

(d) Costs on edges leading into sinks from nodes 1..- k of their corresponding

cliques will be increased by 1. The new edge to each Sink from the k+lst

node of its clique will have weight O.

An important property of the 'e-cube' algorithm is that the path be-

tween two nodes always remains within the smallest subcube containing these

nodes. This converAtV property assures us that if a source and sink pair lie

within one of the original two k cubes, the paths between these two will also

lie wholly within that cube. A unit flow along this path will have its weight

increased from k to k + 1 because all original edges leading into sinks were

increased by 1 (see observation (d), above) and no other edges wholly within

the original two k-cubes were disturbed.

Now consider paths between nodes in different k-cubes. We have assumed

that the two constituent cubes differ in their leftmost bits; let us identify these

cubes by this bit. We thus have cube-O and cube-1. Since the leftmost bit is

the last to change according to the 'e-cube' algorithm,

• we can never have a path that originates in cube-0 and contains more

than one node in cube-l, and

• if a path starts in cube-1 and ends in cube-O, it must have exactly two

nodes (and hence one edge in it).

16



This is because once the leftmost bit has been changed no further move-

ment is possible. As a result, we can see that all the 'e-cube' paths in our

k + 1-cube can be partitioned into the following four classes.

(i) Paths that are wholly contained in one of the constituent k-cubes.

(ii) Paths that start in cube-i and end in cube-1. These paths must be

exactly one edge in length.

(iii) Paths that start in cube-1 and end in cube-0 and are exactly one edge

in length.

(iv) Paths that start in cube-0 and end in cube-1 and are more than one

edge in length.

Paths of class (i) have already been shown to have cost k + 1. It is easy to

verify (see Figure 9) that paths of class (ii) and (iii) also have cost k + 1.

A path of class (iv), N1,"', Np-2, Np-1, Np, that starts in node N1 in the

0-cube and ends in node Np in the 1-cube must have exactly one node (Np) in

the 1-cube. (see Figure 9 (c)). Now consider a path from N1 to Np-x. Both

these nodes are in the 0-cube. The cost of this path is thus k, as proved

above. The last (directed) edge in this path will be from a clique node to a

sink and will have cost equal to (k + 1) - i - 1, where i is the index of the

bit that differs in the binary representations of Np_2 and Np-x. If we now

change this path so that it ends in Np, we will have removed the sink edge

into Np-1, which had cost k - i and instead included a clique edge whose

weight is the distance between the differing bits in Np and Np-2 (Section 8.1,

property 4). Now, by definition, Np and Np-1 differ in bit k, and Np_l and

Np-2 differ in bit i. The difference is exactly k - i. Thus the cost of the path

is unchanged so far. The final directed sink edge that we have to go through,

in the modified path, has cost = (k + 1) - i - 1 = 0, since k = i (Np and

Np-x differ in the leftmost [kth] bit).
Thus we have shown that all correctly routed flows in the (k + 1) cube

must have cost exactly k.

Now let us consider property (2), i.e. an incorrectly routed flow must have

cost > k. Every incorrectly routed flow that lles wholly within the original

two k-cubes must have cost > k - 1. When the two k-cubes are combined

to make a (k + 1)-cube, the cost of every path is increased by 1. Hence

17



the property is true for all flows wholly within the two subcubesof the new
(k + 1)-cube. A flow crossingfrom onesubcubeto another will haveweight
> k using an argument similar to that used to prove property (1) above.

Property (3) is trivially true, since all edges have capacity 1.

Thus we have shown that if properties (1), (2) and (3) above are true

for cubes of dimension k, they are also true for cubes of dimension k q- 1.

These properties are true for cubes of dimension 3; hence they are true for
all cubes.

= - ; -?
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure I: Given a pattern of sources and sinks, some choices of transmission

are better than others. (a) and (b) incur edge contention, (c) does not.
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Figure 2: Edge conflicts in a mesh employing 'row-column' routing.
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according %o the Ce-cube' algorithm and share an edge.
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Figure 9: Examples illustratingproof of correctness of hypercuhe model.

A 4-dimensional network is constructed by juxtaposing two 3-dimensional

networks. (a) A path of length 1 from cube-0 to cube-1. (b) A path of length

1 from cube-1 to cube-0. (c) Extending a path that ends in node 0101 so

that it ends in node 1101.
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